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ABSTRACT: The interesting and tunable properties of layered
metal dichalcogenides heavily depend on their phase and layer
stacking. Here, we show and explain how the layer stacking and
physical properties of WSe2 are influenced by screw dislocations. A
one-to-one correlation of atomic force microscopy and high- and
low-frequency Raman spectroscopy of many dislocated WSe2
nanoplates reveals variations in the number and shapes of
dislocation spirals and different layer stackings that are determined
by the number, rotation, and location of the dislocations. Plates
with triangular dislocation spirals form noncentrosymmetric
stacking that gives rise to strong second-harmonic generation and
enhanced photoluminescence, plates with hexagonal dislocation
spirals form the bulk 2H layer stacking commonly observed, and
plates containing mixed dislocation shapes have intermediate
noncentrosymmetric stackings with mixed properties. Multiple dislocation cores and other complexities can lead to more
complex stackings and properties. These previously unobserved properties and layer stackings in WSe2 will be interesting for
spintronics and valleytronics.

■ INTRODUCTION

Layered transition metal dichalcogenides (MX2), such as MoS2
and WSe2, are fascinating two-dimensional (2D) materials for a
variety of applications, including optoelectronics,1 spin-
tronics,2,3 valleytronics,2,4,5 and catalysis.6,7 Such diverse
applications are accessible in part because the properties of
MX2 materials can be tuned via many processes, such as
thinning to few-layer (<6L),8,9 application of strain,10 or
perhaps most notably by changing the phase and layer
stacking.11−15 Typically, group VI MX2 materials (M = Mo,
W) are synthesized and studied in the thermodynamically
stable phase at ambient conditions, the centrosymmetric
hexagonal 2H phase, which has two repeating layers each
made of MX6 units with trigonal prismatic metal coordination.
Other phases have been shown to have unique properties for
specific applications, such as the enhanced catalytic activity for
hydrogen evolution shown by the 1T phase6,12,16 and utility in
spintronics and valleytronics for the rare 3R phase.2,5 The 3R
phase, which has been reported for some Group VI MX2

materials,11,17 differs from the 2H phase only in the stacking
and orientation of the layers (ABC vs AB layer stacking), but
this seemingly small change has huge implications, as the 3R
phase is noncentrosymmetric. Thus, changes in the stacking

alone can greatly influence the properties and applications of
MX2 materials.

11

A unique attribute of 2D materials is that individual layers
can be stacked to create complex forms of atomically controlled
artificial materials.18 One method for achieving this structural
complexity in few-layer structures is by changing the
orientation of individual layers, either through direct chemical
vapor deposition (CVD) growth14,19 or mechanical stacking of
exfoliated20 or CVD grown21−23 layers. The resulting changes
in layer stacking can be studied using low-frequency (LF)
Raman,14,21,24 second-harmonic generation (SHG),19,20,23 and
other spectroscopic techniques.19,20,22 Additionally, vertical
heterostructures, which have at least two different MX2

materials stacked on top of each other, are another form of
artificial 2D materials with complex stacking that have shown
new properties interesting for optoelectronics.25−28 Manipu-
lation of layer stackings at the few-layer level has been well-
studied; however, thus far there has been little understanding
on how to access diverse layer stackings over many layers
within the same MX2 material.
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The growth of MX2 materials as well as other layered
materials, such as Bi2Se3 and layered metal hydroxides, can be
readily driven by screw dislocations.29−35 Screw dislocations
can drive the anisotropic growth of a variety of one-dimensional
(1D) and 2D nanomaterials.36,37 For layered materials, the
inclusion of a screw dislocation is an interesting concept as a
screw dislocation is a singularity in space that connects different
layers of the 2D crystal structure in a continuous spiral, which
can create additional complexity in layer stackings beyond the
few-layer level. However, there has been little work on
systematically understanding the effects of screw dislocations
on the nanostructure and layer stacking of MX2 materials,
which is critical for understanding their emerging properties. In
this paper, we experimentally reveal how screw dislocations can
greatly influence the growth and layer stackings of MX2
materials. Atomic force microscopy (AFM) studies of the
nanostructure topography have been carried out on over a
hundred nanoplates and correlated with LF and high-frequency
(HF) Raman spectroscopy of representative plates in a one-to-
one fashion. We further explain in a unified structural
framework how nanoplates of WSe2 can adopt diverse and
complex stacking arrangements, both centrosymmetric and
noncentrosymmetric, due to the number and rotation of screw
dislocations present and how the nanoplates can exhibit a range
of optical and spectroscopic properties including those
unexpected and previously not observed. We have classified
the diverse nanoplates based on the shape of the dislocation
spirals and explained the origin of their layer stackings based on
the number and rotation of the screw dislocations and
correlated these distinct changes in layer stacking with their
physical properties. Even though bulk 3R-MX2

11,29 and
noncentrosymmetric MX2

30,38,39 have been observed before,
several additional noncentrosymmetric forms of WSe2 with
bulk thickness (>6L) and interesting optical properties, namely
SHG and photoluminescence (PL), have been observed and
characterized for the first time.

■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Synthesis. Nanoplates of WSe2 were synthesized using

CVD onto a native oxide coated silicon substrate using WO3
and Se as precursors (see Materials and Methods and Figure S1
in the SI). Figure 1 shows scanning electron microscope (SEM)
and AFM images of the products. A large number of
dislocation-driven plates of different shapes, including repre-
sentative triangular (red circle), hexagonal (blue circle), and
mixed shape (green circle), as well as some irregular shapes and
occasional flower-like morphologies can be observed (Figure
1a). The size of the plates varies from a few micrometers up to
40 μm, but the majority are between 10 and 20 μm. Rapid
introduction of Se into the furnace leads to rapid increase in the
partial pressure of the Se and gaseous WO3−x precursor species.
This sudden increase creates a burst of disordered growth,
which results in multiple crystal domains with mismatched
crystal lattices. These will serve as the initial dislocation sources
and initiate the screw dislocation-driven growth,36,37 which can
be promoted by low supersaturation conditions to produce the
dislocated nanoplates.40 We have successfully grown these
plates on native silicon oxide or thick oxide (350 nm) coated Si,
fused silica, and sapphire. Additionally, we believe that
dislocation growth could be induced intentionally by engineer-
ing the substrates to contain dislocations.41

Although complete control over the shape and type of the
nanoplates grown is difficult to accomplish, some control over

the shape of the plates can be achieved: increasing the ratio of
the Se:WO3 precursors leads to a larger percentage of hexagons
relative to triangles (see Figure S2). The difference in the shape
distribution may be a result of the variation of local precursor
concentration across the substrate surface, which is a factor that
results from using solid precursor materials.29,31,42 The Se helps
to volatilize the WO3 into gaseous WO3−x, and thus by

Figure 1. (a) Overview SEM image of WSe2 nanoplates grown on a Si
substrate. Circles indicate three plates of different shape: triangle
(red), hexagon (blue), and mixed (green). (b−d) AFM images of
three representative WSe2 nanoplates showing different types of
dislocation spiral behaviors, classified as b, triangular, c, mixed, and d,
hexagonal. Insets show the overall shape of each plate. Scale bars are
500 nm for the main images and 2 μm for insets. (e) Trace out of the
two dislocation spirals shown in d, one in a solid light blue line and
one in a dark blue dotted line, demonstrating that the spirals have a
60° angle between them at the common dislocation core, and are
hexagonal away from the core, with 120° angles at the corners. (f) Line
profiles along the black and purple lines shown in e. The purple line
shows single layer steps (0.7 nm) while the black line shows that there
can also be overlap between the two dislocation spirals creating
alternating double layer steps (1.4 nm) and single layer steps. (g)
Trace out of the two dislocation spirals shown in c, one in a solid light
green line and one in a dark green dotted line, showing that one spiral
is approximately hexagonal in shape while the other is triangular,
creating the mixed designation. (h) Line profiles for the dark and light
pink lines shown in g. The dark pink line shows that the triangular
dislocation spiral consists of two layers, and where the two dislocations
overlap, the step height is three layers. The light pink line shows that
the hexagonal spiral step is a single layer, and the triangular spiral step
is two layers.
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increasing the amount of Se relative to WO3, a higher partial
pressure of both precursors can be achieved.30 As the edges in a
WSe2 hexagon are alternating in W and Se termination, we
hypothesize that growth along all six edges is favored when
both species are present in sufficient amounts, while growth of
only three edges occurs when one species is more dominant
than the other, influencing the shape distribution.42

Topography and Classification of Dislocation Spirals.
Beneath the macroscopic shape difference among these
nanoplates, we found more profound differences in their
micro and nanostructures. AFM studies (Figure 1b−d) reveal
that most WSe2 plates contain screw dislocations and display
diverse nanoscale surface topography. These screw dislocations
vary in number as well as the distinct shapes of the associated
spirals, which are correlated with the overall macroscopic shape
of each nanoplate, shown in the insets of Figure 1b−d. We
categorize the plates based on the dislocation spiral shape that
is traced out far (>500 nm) from the dislocation core into three
main classes: triangular, hexagonal, and mixed. Figure 1b
illustrates a simple example of a plate with a single dislocation
spiral that forms a triangular shape, which always has 60° angles
at the corners. A more complex example shown in Figure 1d
contains two dislocations that share a common core.
Dislocation growth spirals due to multiple dislocations have
been observed and elucidated for general crystal growth.43 As
illustrated in Figure 1e, tracing out these two dislocation spirals
revealed that both have six sides similar to a hexagon, with 120°
corners. At the shared dislocation core, the two spirals emerge
60° from each other and wrap in a counterclockwise motion
that creates alternating single-layer step edges and bundled
double-layer step edges that can be confirmed by AFM height
profiles (Figure 1f). The purple line profile in Figure 1f, which
follows along the purple line in Figure 1e, shows the step height
of a single spiral corresponds to 0.7 nm, or one layer of WSe2.
Where the two dislocations overlap, the step height is ∼1.4 nm
(Figure 1f, black trace). Note that near the dislocation core, not
all sides of the spiral are equally developed, but the angles at
each corner are always 120° (for other traced out examples, see
Figure S3). Figure 1g shows the two dislocations traced out for
the mixed spiral plate shown in Figure 1c, revealing one
hexagonally shaped and one triangularly shaped dislocation
spiral. Moreover, line profiles (Figure 1h) reveal that the
hexagonal spiral is one layer of WSe2 in height, but the

triangular spiral is actually 2 layers in height (light pink trace).
The dark pink trace shows that where the two dislocations
overlap, the step contains three layers. Therefore, mixed plates
represent those spirals that are not a symmetric hexagon or
triangle, or that contain multiple dislocations that share a
common dislocation core and have both hexagonal and
triangular spiral shapes. The dislocation hillocks of these plates
create a flattened pyramid structure with a steep drop off at the
edge of a plate (around 100 nm) and a slight slope up to a
maximum height of approximately 150 nm in the center of the
plate (see Figure S4). The representative plates shown in
Figure 1 all have similar width (4−6 μm) and thickness (90−
160 nm), allowing for direct comparison not influenced by their
dimensions.
We found that although the overall shapes of the plates

generally follow the shapes of the spirals, the macroscopic
shape of a plate itself does not necessarily predict the shape of
the spiral. As will be further shown below, the types of screw
dislocations and the shapes of the spirals are a better predictor
of the spectroscopic signature and the layer stacking, and
therefore that is how we chose to classify these WSe2 plates.
Among the total of 112 plates carefully analyzed with AFM, 62
(55%) contained triangular spirals, 36 (32%) hexagonal spirals,
and the remaining 13 (12%) contained mixed or no
dislocations. 44% of all triangular spiral plates (27 total)
contained a single dislocation (as shown in Figure 1b), while
61% of hexagonal spiral plates (22 total) contained double
dislocations, displayed in Figure 1d. Therefore, these two
representative examples in Figure 1b and 1d represent a
significant fraction (49/112) among all nanoplates; and
together with the mixed shape plate shown in Figure 1c, they
represent the most common types of plates observed. The
remaining plates make up a diverse set of dislocation behaviors
that illustrates the high level of complexity observed,
summarized by the collection of AFM images in Figure S5 in
the SI. Triangular or hexagonal plates with no apparent screw
dislocations as well as hexagonal plates with a single hexagonal
dislocation spiral are rarely observed (one case each).

Raman Spectroscopy. These three classes of nanoplates
show very different Raman signatures. Figure 2a shows HF
Raman spectra from individual nanostructures with hexagonal
(blue line), mixed (green line), and triangular (red line) spiral
shapes in comparison with a bulk 2H-WSe2 single crystal (black

Figure 2. (a) High-frequency Raman spectra for a 2H-WSe2 single crystal (black), and WSe2 nanoplates with hexagonal (blue), mixed (green), and
triangular (red) spiral dislocations at 532 nm excitation. Intensity has been normalized so that the height of the 2(LA)M peak is the same for all
spectra. (b) Low-frequency Raman spectra for the same four samples shown in a, showing both the Stokes and the anti-Stokes regions. Black dotted
line is at ±24.7 cm−1. (c) Photoluminescence spectra taken on the same four samples as a and b at 532 nm excitation. The A exciton peak and the
indirect bandgap peak (I) are labeled. Note that the PL intensity is still much lower for these nanoplates than for a WSe2 monolayer (see Figure S6 in
SI).
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line, “2H”). The plate with hexagonal spirals exhibits a
spectrum very similar to that of the 2H-WSe2 single crystal.
Both show degenerate A1g and E2g

1 peaks at 247 cm−1 and a
peak at 257 cm−1 that is from an overtone of the longitudinal
acoustic phonon at the M point in the Brillouin Zone, referred
to as a “2(LA)M” phonon peak.44−46 Plates with triangular
spirals, however, have quite different spectra (Figure 2a red
trace) in which the A1g peak at around 251 cm−1 is now clearly
distinguishable from the neighboring E2g

1 peak at 247 cm−1,
indicating a break in the degeneracy of the out-of-plane and in-
plane vibrations, respectively. Both peaks, especially the A1g
peak, have also been enhanced relative to the 257 cm−1

2(LA)M phonon peak. Raman spectra of this nature has
been observed before, but typically only for few-layer WSe2.

44,45

For mixed spiral plates, the spectrum (Figure 2a green trace)
shows a similar E2g

1 peak enhancement but now the A1g peak
has been partially suppressed relative to the triangular spiral
plate spectrum. These changes in the A1g and E2g

1 Raman peaks
indicate that there are differences in the interlayer interactions
that affect the vibrational modes, which suggests a change in the
layer stacking among different types of WSe2 nanoplates.
LF Raman is an effective method for determining the crystal

phase of MX2 materials, as the interlayer breathing and shear
modes of these materials are very sensitive to layer stacking.14,47

Figure 2b shows LF Raman spectra collected in the z(̅x,y)z
polarization configuration, using the Porto notation48 (see
Materials and Methods). Bulk 2H-WSe2 is predicted to have
one strong shear peak at 24.8 cm−1.49 The WSe2 plates with
hexagonal spirals exhibit a Raman feature at 24.7 cm−1, nearly
identical to that of the 2H single crystal, while the mixed spiral
plates show a sharp peak shifted to lower frequency (21.5
cm−1) and the triangular spiral plates show no detectable LF
Raman features. As expected, no breathing modes were
observed for our samples under the z(̅x,x)z polarization
configuration because these modes are forbidden in bulk
form.49 The absence of a LF Raman peak for the triangular
spiral plates indicates significantly reduced interlayer inter-
actions, thereby leading to Raman shifts below the smallest
value we can measure (∼10 cm−1). This means the layer
stacking in the triangular plates is quite different from that
commonly seen for WSe2.
For mixed spiral plates (Figure 2b green curve), the shift to

lower frequency suggests that these samples have reduced
interlayer interactions compared to 2H that may arise from a
stacking arrangement in-between that of the hexagonal and
triangular plates. We have also compared the ratio of intensities
of the LF shear peak to the HF E2g

1 peak for each type to show

their very different stacking arrangements (see SI for more
discussion). Both HF and LF Raman data clearly show that
many of the dislocated WSe2 plates exhibit different interlayer
interactions and stacking arrangements from the bulk 2H-WSe2
materials.

Photoluminescence. Photoluminescence (PL) data reveal
that these dislocated WSe2 plates also have different optical
properties (Figure 2c), although the PL intensity observed is
still much weaker than that of monolayer WSe2 (see Figure S6
for a comparison). Hexagonal spiral plates display a PL peak
with a small intensity attributable to the A exciton peak around
765 nm (labeled A). This is slightly shifted from literature
values for a WSe2 monolayer, which typically displays the peak
between 7509 and 760 nm.50 This result is in direct contrast
with single-crystal 2H-WSe2 for which the only observable PL is
derived from the indirect bandgap transition at 850 nm (labeled
I).50 The small PL intensity from the A exciton peak of the
nanoplates could be due to defects within the MX2 plates that
are allowing for a relaxation followed by radiative recombina-
tion that can lead to enhanced PL intensity.51,52 Evidence of
this relaxation to a defect state can be observed when
comparing the PL data to optical absorbance data (Figure
S7), as the A exciton peak in the PL spectra is red-shifted from
that in the absorbance spectra.53 Further work is required to
fully understand the source of the PL in the hexagonal
nanoplates.
Interestingly, as the dislocation spiral changes from

hexagonal to mixed to triangular shape, there is a red shift of
this A exciton peak from 765 to 775 to 795 nm, which is similar
to values between 77054 and 785 nm55 that have been observed
for multilayer WSe2 resulting from reduced energy of the direct
bandgap transition. Additionally, the PL intensity for triangular
spiral plates is 2.5 times greater than for hexagonal spiral plates.
Furthermore, the absorbance spectra and X-ray diffraction
(XRD) (Figure S8) demonstrate different interlayer coupling
and decreased layer spacing, which are consistent with the
changes in the PL intensity and peak position of the individual
nanoplates. The absorbance spectra reveal that the splitting
between the A and B excitonic peaks is 0.55 eV for the
hexagonal plates and 0.48 eV for the triangular nanoplates. The
reduced peak splitting for the triangular plates suggests less
interlayer coupling than for the hexagonal plates. A reduction in
interlayer coupling has been shown to promote PL,22 effectively
explaining why the triangular nanoplates have higher PL than
the hexagonal nanoplates.

Second-Harmonic Generation Imaging. SHG imaging
was conducted to further probe the symmetry and layer

Figure 3. AFM and SHG images of representative WSe2 nanoplates in three classes. (a,b) AFM images of the topography of two hexagonal spiral
plates with a, two dislocations and b, one dislocation, with the corresponding SHG images of the entire plate (c,d). (e,f) AFM and (g,h) SHG images
of two mixed spiral plates each with two dislocations. (i,j) AFM images and (k,l) the corresponding SHG images of two triangular spiral plates with
one dislocation (i) and three dislocations (j). Top row scale bars are 500 nm, bottom row scale bars are 2 μm.
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stacking of the WSe2 plates. Theoretically, only noncentrosym-
metric crystal structures generate SHG signal. Note that this
noncentrosymmetry refers to the lack of inversion center across
the layered crystal structures, not the macroscopic shape they
might adopt (i.e., triangles vs hexagons). On the basis of this
criterion, there should be no SHG signal for the centrosym-
metric bulk 2H-WSe2. Indeed, a control measurement
completed on a WSe2 single crystal did not show any
measurable SHG. Figure 3 compares examples of the three
primary classes of WSe2 nanoplates, showing SHG images of
the entire plate (bottom row) together with the corresponding
AFM images of the center of the plate (top row). Plates
containing both one (Figure 3b) and two (Figure 3a)
hexagonal dislocation spirals do not exhibit any SHG intensity
except at defects and edges (Figure 3c and d), indicating that
the hexagonal nanoplates are centrosymmetric. Interestingly,
strong SHG signal was observed for the nanoplates with
triangular dislocation spirals, suggesting a noncentrosymmetric
crystal structure (Figure 3i−l). For larger plates containing
single or multiple dislocations with triangular spirals, variations
in the intensity of the SHG signal across the surface of the plate
start to emerge, resulting in rings (Figure 3l) as well as other
patterns (Figure S5). We attribute these patterns to
interference of the SHG signal because they only start to
develop when the plates become large enough for the laser
wavelength to modulate the ring pattern periodicity (see Figure
S9 and S10). Figure 3e−h show that plates with mixed spiral
shapes exhibit SHG as well, although the intensity is not as
strong as that of the triangular spiral plates. The relative
intensities of the different types of plates are compared directly
in the same field of view in Figure S11 in the SI to show that
the variation in SHG intensity is substantial across the three

types of plates. The HF and LF Raman spectra (Figure S12) for
the specific plates shown in Figure 3 confirm that they follow
the same trends described in Figure 2.

Creating Different Layer Stackings Using (Multiple)
Screw Dislocations. The Raman, PL, and SHG results
observed above clearly reveal that there are layer stacking
changes among different classes of dislocated nanoplates. But
how do screw dislocations create these different centrosym-
metric or noncentrosymmetric layer stacking sequences in MX2
materials? Figure 4 illustrates our proposed model for
explaining the formation of the diverse stacking sequence
using single or multiple screw dislocations in a unified structural
framework. Typically, the layer stacking of a 2H-MX2 structure
is represented as AbA BaB, and for 3R it is AbA CaC BcB,56

where the capital letters denote the positions of the X atoms
and the lowercase letters denote the positions of the M atoms,
and each triplet of AbA or BaB denotes a single MX2 layer. The
key difference between 2H and 3R is that the 3R stacking
consists of just a translation of the MX2 layers from each other,
while the 2H involves a rotation of one MX2 layer by 60 or
180° from the other (see SI Figure S13 for details). This
rotation leads to the formation of the BaB layer that is not
present in the 3R phase and a switch from noncentrosymmetry
to centrosymmetry, creating a dramatic change in properties
and layer interactions. For the dislocated plates, we will use
these basic ideas to determine and illustrate the layer stacking,
but ignore the details about translation of the layers.
For the most straightforward case of the single dislocation

triangle (Figure 4a), the presence of a screw dislocation creates
a shear (line break) within one layer, such that the MX2 layer
continuously spirals and stacks directly on top of itself, so each
subsequent layer (in fact, all of them are one continuous spiral

Figure 4. Layer stacking schemes for various dislocated WSe2 nanoplates. (a) AFM image of a triangular spiral plate with a single dislocation,
represented in a top down schematic view and a 3D perspective view in (b). The gray atoms are W and the light green are Se. (c) Side view of two
layers of the triangle, displaying AbA AbA stacking, which can be denoted simply as + + stacking. (d) AFM image of a hexagonal spiral plate with two
dislocation spirals rotated 60° from each other. This image is a magnified image of the plate shown in Figure 1d. (e) A top down schematic view of a
dislocation spiral (yellow) plus a second dislocation spiral with a 60° rotation (blue) to create the double dislocation spiral. (f) A side view of the
atoms demonstrates that the second dislocation is now a different orientation from the first, creating AbA BaB stacking, which is denoted simply as
the + − stacking. (g) AFM image of a mixed spiral plate with two dislocations, a magnified view of the plate shown in Figure 1c. (h) Top down
schematic view of two dislocation spirals stacked on top of each other plus a third dislocation spiral at a 60° rotation which combine to create the
three-dislocation spiral pattern shown. (i) Side view of the three-layer stacking that results from the dislocation arrangement in h, creating a + + −
layer stacking. Scale bars for a, d, and g are 500 nm.
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layer) is effectively at 0° rotation, as shown in a top down and
3D perspective view in Figure 4b. No rotation of the layer is
possible, therefore, as shown in Figure 4c, the layer stacking
becomes AbA AbA. We can further simplify the notation to “+
+”, which only represents the asymmetric direction of the MX2

layers. The + + notation here is similar to the AA30 and 3R14

stacking notations invoked in the literature, except that it
ignores the translation of the layers and detailed atomic
positions. A + + stacking arrangement would not have inversion
symmetry and hence would have strong SHG (see Figure 3k)
and weak interlayer interactions, as demonstrated by the LF
Raman in Figure 2b (red trace). This stacking assignment also
agrees with one recent report that predicted a hypothetical 3R
bulk phase of WSe2 (which would have a “+ + +” notation)
would not exhibit a shear peak in the LF Raman due to less
atomic displacement of the layers in this stacking arrange-
ment.17 Indeed, for few-layer WSe2, the 3R phase is calculated
to be slightly less stable, and shown to have a downshift in the
frequency as well as a decrease in the intensity of the shear
peak.14

Now, in order to obtain inversion symmetry, one MX2 layer
must be rotated relative to the other by either 60° or 180°. The
hexagonal spiral plate shown in Figure 4d contains one single
layer dislocation spiral similar to that shown in Figure 4b and
another single layer dislocation spiral that emerges with a 60°
angle from the first one (Figure 4e), which thus creates a
change from a + + layer stacking to a + − layer stacking with
inversion symmetry (Figure 4f). The − sign here indicates that
the MX2 layer has been rotated relative to the first layer, similar
to the 2H stacking of AbA BaB. The inversion symmetry is
determined by the rotation of the layers, not by the translation,
and therefore although there could be small changes in the
translation of the MX2 layers, it will not change the overall
centrosymmetry that these nanoplates contain. The repeating +
− layer stacking will create strong interlayer interactions, no
SHG, and a sharp shear peak in the LF Raman, all of which
have been observed for the hexagonal spiral nanoplates.
For the more complex mixed shape plate shown in Figure 4g,

the layer stacking is a result of both the rotation of the layers

and the number of layers in each dislocation spiral. Recall that
this plate contains two dislocations rotated by 60° from each
other, but the triangular dislocation spiral contains two layers
(shown in Figure 1g, h). This extra layer, shown in Figure 4h,
will not have a different orientation from the layer it spirals
with. But the third dislocation spiral layer rotated by 60° must
be the opposite orientation from the double-layer dislocation,
and therefore the resulting layer stacking would be + + −
(Figure 4i). The LF Raman would be shifted and reduced in
intensity compared to the standard + − stacking, as now the
interactions between the layers are not uniform throughout.
Such + + − layer stacking is still noncentrosymmetric over the
whole structure but local inversion symmetry between + −
layers exists; therefore, it would have reduced SHG intensity
compared to the + + stacking, as shown above in Figure 3. The
multiple layer dislocation spirals with no rotations or rotations
of 120° lead to essentially the same overall + + stacking, even
though the grouping into each dislocation spiral can vary; this
leads to strong SHG signal for all triangular spiral plates
observed with multiple dislocations sharing a single core. The
proposed layer stacking arrangements (depicted using the +
and − notation) for the remaining plates shown in Figure 3 as
well as other examples are illustrated in Figure S5. These
dislocated nanoplates can be satisfactorily explained based on
the combination of the number and rotation of elementary
triangular dislocation spirals.

Nanoplates with Increased Complexity. After the
relatively simple prototypes have been understood, we can
explain the increased complexity that is introduced based on
the number, rotation, and further, the locations of the screw
dislocations. We first compare two WSe2 plates with triangular
spirals, one that contains a single dislocation (Figure 3i) and
another with two dislocations at two distinct cores (Figure 5a).
As discussed above, the former has + + stacking and very strong
SHG signal (Figure 3k), while the latter has completely
quenched signal in the center of the plate (Figure 5b). This
observation is unlike the observed interference patterns (Figure
3l) that still display weak SHG intensity in the center due to
incomplete interference, suggesting that the lack of SHG signal

Figure 5. (a) AFM image of a WSe2 plate that contains two dislocation cores separated from each other, each with a dislocation that traces out a
triangular spiral shape. Scale bar 500 nm. (b) Corresponding SHG image of the entire plate showing no intensity in the center of the plate. Scale bar
2 μm. (c) AFM line profile along the purple line in a that shows that each step contains two layers of WSe2. (d) Low-frequency Raman spectra of
2H-WSe2 single crystal (black) and the plate shown in a, labeled tri for triangular spiral shape (purple). (e) Schematic illustration of the proposed
layer stacking for the plate shown in a, which consists of a + − bilayer and a − + bilayer, creating a pseudo-2H phase.
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is due to the return of centrosymmetry to the crystal structure.
HF Raman spectrum for this plate shows the enhanced A1g
peak at 251 cm−1 typically seen for triangular dislocation spirals
(see Figure S14). In contrast to the single core triangular
dislocation spiral that displays no LF Raman peaks (Figure 2b),
the plate with two triangular spiral dislocations with offset cores
displays a small peak around 23 cm−1 (Figure 5d purple trace),
indicating a layer stacking that is closer to that of the hexagonal
spiral plates with + − stacking. Upon closer examination, an
AFM line profile (Figure 5c) shows that each dislocation spiral
step contains two layers of WSe2 (height ∼1.5 nm). We
hypothesize that the two dislocation cores initiate two sets of
two layers spiraling around each other in a pseudo-2H phase,
creating properties that are similar to the standard 2H phase.
We believe that these two dislocations originate from the same
set of layers initially but on opposite sides of each other. If
originally there were three layers that were + − + stacked, one
dislocation could have emerged on the first two + − layers
while the other could have emerged for the top two − + layers
(both dislocations share the middle − layer). The result would
be a stacking of + − − +, illustrated in Figure 5e where the
layer stacking is modeled as pairs of layers. Essentially this
creates an AB repeating unit, except that now the “A” and “B”
each contain two layers of opposite orientation. This unique
paired stacking creates a pseudo-2H stacking behavior that
restores centrosymmetry in regions far from the edge of the
plate. The small amount of SHG at the edges could be due to
the fact that one of the spirals does not wind all the way to the
edge, creating some defects. Even more complex plates can be
formed when dislocations coexist with layer-by-layer growth
regions to create changes in layer stacking within a single
nanoplate (see Figure S15 and additional discussion in SI).
We have shown that the layer stackings in dislocated WSe2

nanoplates can deviate from the simple 2H to complex and
noncentrosymmetric stackings due to the variations of the
rotation and number of the screw dislocations present in the
plates. Figure S5 in the SI further shows the sheer number of
diverse dislocation varieties and the corresponding SHG
images, as well as the proposed +/− layer stacking arrangement
for each nanoplate. Every nanoplate example shown herein is
unique in the number, location, and rotation arrangements of
dislocations, and it is likely that this collection is not exhaustive.
The corresponding layer stacking arrangements, when
represented in the simplest + − notation (i.e., neglecting the
details of layer translations) and observed as a whole (i.e.,
ignoring which dislocation each layer is associated with), are
more limited. Extensive results presented herein, using a suite
of microscopy and spectroscopy techniques, clearly show that
screw dislocations play a more fundamental and differential role
in determining the layer stacking patterns and thus the resulting
optical properties than the apparent macroscopic shape (see
images in Figure S5 with pink boxes). The layer stacking that
results from the number and rotation of the dislocations
involved appears to determine the morphology of the spiral
shape (though the full details regarding the growth mechanism
under different growth conditions remain to be understood),
hence the classification of the dislocation spiral shapes is a
convenient way to identify the layer stacking of these plates.
Essentially, all triangular spiral plates with a single core have the
most noncentrosymmetric + + stacking that is similar (but not
identical) to the 3R (ABC) stacking, and all hexagonal spiral
plates have the centrosymmetric + − stacking that is similar to
2H, and all mixed and complex plates have some version of

intermediate stacking, such as + + −, + + + −, or + − − +.
Moreover, in the perspective of bulk solid state compounds,
these complex stacking sequences of WSe2 should also be
viewed as new structural polymorphs of the simple 2H-WSe2
structure, which might be compared to the well-known example
of SiC which displays many structural polymorphs.57 Notably, a
variety of noncentrosymmetric layer stackings of many-layer
WSe2 structures directly grown by CVD has, to the best of our
knowledge, not yet been elucidated, and this lack of
centrosymmetry is important for SHG23 and valleytronics.2,11

■ CONCLUSION
Our results demonstrate that screw dislocations can change the
layer stackings of WSe2 nanoplates, providing access to a variety
of complex and unconventional stacking arrangements with
new and interesting properties that have not been observed in
bulk or previous few-layer materials. Furthermore, we have
clearly explained how the stacking is determined by the rotation
and number of the elementary triangular dislocation spirals,
which relates to the symmetry of the dislocation spirals and can
be categorized in three classes: triangular, hexagonal, and
mixed. Triangular spiral plates adopt a noncentrosymmetric
phase (AA stacking) with strong SHG signal and enhanced PL,
while hexagonal spiral plates adopt the simple centrosymmetric
2H (AB) stacking. Mixed spiral plates fall between these two
categories, creating a variety of weakly noncentrosymmetric
layer stacking arrangements with varying properties previously
not observed for WSe2 materials. The understanding developed
here should be generalizable to other layered materials in that
under appropriate conditions, any MX2 materials containing
screw dislocations could also form such complex layer stacking
arrangements, realizing diverse properties within the same
material composition. Although evidence of the triangular AA
stacked dislocation spirals has been observed previously,30 the
range of layer stackings and properties achievable with screw
dislocations has not been demonstrated thus far, and the
understanding presented here can open up the study of these
materials for a broad array of applications, such as
optoelectronics, spintronics, and valleytronics.

■ MATERIALS AND METHODS
Synthesis of WSe2 Nanoplates. WSe2 nanoplates were grown on

both (111) and (100) silicon substrates covered with native silicon
oxide via a chemical vapor deposition process using WO3 and Se as
precursors. The silicon substrates were sonicated in IPA, acetone,
ethanol, and nanopure water and dried with N2 gas prior to the
reaction. WO3 powder (approximately 300 mg) was placed in an
alumina boat in the center of a Lindberg Blue M tube furnace, and the
silicon substrates were placed face down on top of the boat. Another
boat filled with Se powder (approximately 600 mg) was placed outside
the heating zone of the tube furnace. The CVD system was preheated
at 200 °C for 10 min under an argon flow rate of 120 sccm to drive off
the moisture in the system. The tube was then heated to 880 °C under
a pressure of 780 Torr with an argon flow of 50 sccm. Once at the
reaction temperature, the Se boat was pushed into the heating zone of
the tube furnace by using magnets so that the front of the boat was at a
temperature of 600 °C. Simultaneously, H2 gas was turned on at a flow
rate of 2 sccm. At 2 and 4 min, the Se boat was pushed slightly farther
into the tube furnace and finally at 5 min the Se boat was pushed
completely inside the furnace. The reaction went on for 7−10 min
before the furnace was cooled down naturally.

Characterization of WSe2 Nanoplates. The nanoplates were
routinely characterized using an optical microscope (Olympus
BX51M), scanning electron microscope (LEO SUPRA 55 VP field-
emission SEM) operated at 3 kV, atomic force microscope (Agilent
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5500), and high-frequency Raman spectrometer (LabRAM Aramis
Confocal Raman/PL Microscope). The high-frequency Raman
measurements were completed using a 532 nm laser and a 100×
microscope objective.
Second-Harmonic Generation Imaging. Second-harmonic

generation imaging was completed at the Laboratory for Optical and
Computational Instrumentation at UW−Madison using a Prairie
Ultima microscope system equipped with a Spectra Physics Insight
laser at an excitation wavelength of 890 nm and a 100× microscope
objective (N/A = 0.8). Backward direction SHG signal was filtered
using a 445/30 bandpass filter (Semrock) to ensure only light around
445 nm, the expected SHG signal response, was observed.
Photoluminescence Measurements. PL measurements were

carried out at the Center for Nanoscale Materials at Argonne National
Lab using a home-built setup. A Fianium Supercontinuum Fiber Laser
was used and 532 nm light was selected using an Acousto-Optic
Tunable Fiber (AOTF), with an average power of 200 μW. The light
was focused onto the sample using an Olympus IX-71 inverted
microscope and a 100× objective (N/A = 0.9). The PL was collected
and analyzed using a spectrometer (Princeton Instruments SP2360)
equipped with a CCD camera (Princeton Instruments PIXIS 100BR).
Low-Frequency Raman Measurements. Low-frequency Raman

experiments were carried out at the Center for Nanophase Materials
Sciences at Oak Ridge National Lab using a Jobin-Yvon T64000 triple
spectrometer with a liquid nitrogen cooled CCD detector. A 532 nm
laser light was used and focused onto the sample with a 100× objective
(N/A = 0.9) and a spot size of about 1 μm, at an excitation laser power
of 640 μW. Polarized Raman measurements were carried out by
inserting a polarizer and a half-wave plate into the scattered beam path
to get the z(̅x,y)z polarization configuration, using the Porto
notation14,48 where z ̅ and z represent the propagation direction and
x and y represent the polarization direction of the incident and
scattered light, respectively. The polarization configuration had
reduced Rayleigh scattering effects from the plates compared to the
z(̅x,x)z configuration.
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